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Editorial 

Concerning the Future, or Non-Future of our Hobby. 

  Last October Eddie Spicer, BAMS Chairman, and myself attended a FISA Board Meeting which had 

been convened to take place in Lucerne, Switzerland.  Lucerne was a marvellous place to visit at that 

time of the year and it follows we both came away from our visit to Switzerland in a fairly happy frame 

of mind.  The FISA Board Meeting was particularly interesting and invigorating.  Not only was this the 

chance to renew acquaintances with our aerophilatelic colleagues on the other side of the channel, but 

we had the chance to “chew the fat” as our transatlantic  friends like to call it, and to receive updates 

about the new FISA website which is planned to be up and running during this year.  This is not the 

place to talk about the new website as you will hear all about it in the near future.  All I can do is advise 

members to regularly access the FISA website  (www.fisa-web.com) to keep abreast of future            

developments. You may find something there to not only excite you but most decidedly to be to your 

advantage. 

  Last May, BAMS had the dubious honour of hosting the biennial Congress of FISA in London.  

Those of you who attended that event will know that certain BAMS members expressed the view that 

they were uneasy about BAM’s continued membership of FISA. What was FISA possibly doing for us, 

the collectors? What was the raison d’être for the existence of FISA itself? Those of you who were there 

will possible remember I made a fervent, hopefully logical defence for continuing our  membership.  

   I said that I believed the future survival of aerophilately as a separate individually-recognised entity 

was under threat from many quarters.  As proof of this, I suggested members in attendance at that 

meeting in London in 2015 might consult the catalogue for the London 2015 international stamp      

exhibition taking place at the Design Centre, Islington. You would look in vain to find any               

Astrophilatelic exhibits.  The reason for this was that the competitive class of Astrophilately had been 

squeezed out of the competitive arena for that international exhibition. There was equally a great danger 

if we did not stick together, show solidarity with like minded collectors all over the world, that         

Aerophilately was also in danger of sharing the same palpable fate as Astrophilately.  Yes, I know the 

rarefied atmosphere of competitive exhibiting is only of interest for a minority of members, but we 

have to bear in mind that exhibitions are the hobby’s showcase.  Without the publicity engendered 

through competitions there is the danger of a general trickle down of apathy, eventually reaching local 

level. If Aerophilately should feature less often as a class in competitions and exhibitions, whether at 

local, national or international level, then Aerophilately would lose the vital life force of much needed      

publicity. Air mail collectors would be seen as championing such a minority interest activity that     

eventually dealers and other collectors alike, would lose interest or incentive for selling or collecting air 

mail covers. Then where would we be?  With a  decline in our hobby I can foresee problems when one 

day we decide to dispose of our collections. They might be worth only a fraction we paid to build them 

up. 

  If you think I exaggerate, then let me tell you there have been some very significant developments 

since that London meeting in May 2015. 

  At the end of 2015 the alarming news reached us that FIP, the umbrella organisation for philately all 

over the world, was planning to relegate Aerophilately to become a sub-class of Postal History.  Such an 

idea was anathema to those of us who hold the future of Aerophilately in our hearts.  We could foresee 

a time when air mail exhibits might be judged by postal history judges, not those with any expertise or 

understanding of our chosen field.  We well know that many of the ‘Philistines’ in the Postal History        
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hierarchy equate age with value (=  worth) so how could aerophilatelists ever hope to compete on a 

level playing field with postal history collectors who exhibit 17th, 18th, or 19th. century covers, when 

as we know air mail is essentially the child of the 20th. century? I am sure you see where I am going 

with this one! 

  FISA Board Members were in the van of a concerted protest against these proposals by FIP, and we 

are pleased to report our protestations had the effect we desired. The proposals by FIP were shelved. 

But for how long? I assure you FISA continues to be vigilant in this matter. 

  Two bits of news have, however, recently sent up red warning flags!  Ross Wood, Chairman of the            

Aerophilately Commission of FIP, sent us a message saying that at the 74th FIP Congress 27 October 

2016,  the Commission had approved FIP SREV’s Commission recommendation that  at FIP-

sponsored  exhibitions aerophilately be split into two sub-classes, such that exhibits of air mail stamps 

would not be exhibited in the same class as studies of air mail covers.  That is, indeed, good news.  In 

this same message, however, Ross told us that very belatedly Aerophilately had now been added as a 

class for the forthcoming World Exhibition in Bandung, Indonesia, 3-7 August 2017.  Unfortunately 

by the time you read this you will have missed the cut off date for application to exhibit in Bandung 

which was 31 December - one of the unfortunate side effects of producing a quarterly journal such as 

Air Mail News is that we cannot get information to our readers in time for them to take action. Ross 

then tells us that there will be no Aerophilately class at the FIP-sponsored international exhibitions 

Brasilia 2017 and Prague 2018.  You will see, therefore, that there is little opportunity for we small 

band of air mail collectors to strut our stuff on the international stage in the immediate future. The 

writing is very much on the wall! I fear the class of Aerophilately is in mortal danger of being relegated 

to ‘second class’ status. Certainly air mail collectors are feeling the squeeze : there is apparently a     

diminishing opportunity to exhibit  

  And the second bit of information is this.  Our friends at the Royal Philatelic Society (London), the 

oldest philatelic society in the world, will be celebrating their 150th Anniversary during 2019.  Our         

felicitations! As part of their celebrations they will play a major part at the European international   

exhibition, Stockholmia 2019, which will take place 29 May  to 2 June of that year.  Before this        

exhibition, however,  there is planned a Pre-Stockholmia Philatelic Summit in Sweden from 7 to 9 

April 2017, during which will be held a number of philatelic workshops covering the fields of          

Traditional Philately, Postal History, Postal Stationery, Thematics and Open Philately. It would       

normally be seen as churlish, and certainly none of our business to comment upon the  inner workings 

of other philatelic societies, but since the Royal P.S. plays such a pivotal role in organised philately, not 

only in this country but all over the world, and has such great influence, I have to as “Why, Oh why, is 

there no philatelic workshop at this Pre-Stockholmia Summit to cover Aerophilately ?”  Do those 

members of the Royal who profess to collect air mails have little influence within their society ?  Or is 

this another instance where those of the philatelic elite believe Aerophilately is only a fringe minor  

interest and thus need not be catered for ?  If I upset fellow members of BAMS who are also members 

of the Royal P.S.,  that is not my intention, I assure you.  There may well be very good reasons why         

Aerophilately seems to have dropped off the radar for Stockholmia  2019.  Maybe finance plays an  

important part, or perhaps there is no person available who is qualified to lead a workshop in      

Stockholm in April.  All I am endeavouring to point out is that there seems currently to be a general 

growth in antipathy in the philatelic world towards Aerophilately, with the result many aerophilatelists 

are now beginning to feel the squeeze. 

  A part answer, of course, is to try and raise the profile of Aerophilately.  We have to put ourselves 
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about.  We have to show our fellow collectors why and what we collect.  Offer to give displays at local 

clubs, try to enter competitions and exhibitions whether at local, county, national or international   

level. One thing I am personally resolved to do is pen an aerophilatelic article that could be published 

in one of the British stamp magazines.  I have never tried this before and I might not be successful.  

But we really do need to “up our game” and try to publicise the fact that there are collectors all over 

the place who collect and study air mails. 

Richard Saundry. 

Society News. 

Obituary. 

Professor John C. West, C.B.E., R.D.P. 

   It is with the greatest sadness that we learned that on 29th October one of our long standing and 

most loyal member, Professor John C. West, C.B.E., R.D.P. had died at the age of 94.  John West,     

former vice-Chancellor of Bradford, and pro-vice Chancellor of Brighton Universities, was an eminent     

electrical engineer who we are told made significant contributions to the development of hard drives 

for computers.  

  No doubt we will read more about his academic achievements elsewhere, but John was also a       

renowned philatelist, and for his studies of Chile postal history including air mails was invited to sign 

the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists in 2000. 

   Your Editor with his interest in Latin American air mails attended many meetings with John West., 

particularly those of the long-defunct Spanish Main Philatelic Society.  I leave it to his philatelic     

colleagues to write his definitive obituary, but meantime I would like to share with you one anecdote 

which exemplifies John West’s unassuming character. 

   Some years ago I represented the Cornwall Philatelic Federation at an informal inter-federation 

meeting in Cinderford, Gloucestershire where we discussed British national philatelic exhibitions and 

competition rules.  The subject of advising exhibitors to use protective covers for their exhibits came 

up and someone asked was this really necessary as all exhibitors surely would know to use protective 

covers.  At this point the then competition secretary of the Hampshire Federation said that at a recent 

county competition he had been training a young collector who had expressed interest one day in  

taking over from him as competition secretary.  After about an hour while they were still receiving the 

various exhibits, the older man was called away. He asked the trainee competition secretary to ‘hold 

the fort’ until he returned.  When he returned he asked if there had been any problems while he was 

away. “No, not really”, said the young man, “except that an old ‘fuddy-duddy’ had arrived with his 

exhibit presented inside cheap ‘Woolworth’s’ plastic folders.  I let him put up his exhibit but I must 

have spent a full five minutes explaining to the old man exactly what you should do when you enter 

competitions.” He then pointed out the old man himself, who was no other than John West, with 

probably more gold medals to his credit for national and international  competitions, than the young 

man had ‘hot dinners’.  Professor West had apparently patiently and politely stood and  listened to the 

young man. Professor West was one of the world’s foremost and most experienced  exhibitors, yet he 

did not in any way put the young man in his place. 

  John West was a most kind, amusing and unassuming, yet distinguished individual.  He passing will 
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be mourned by everyone who knew him. I certainly will. 

Dates for Your Diary. 

25 March 2017.  South Coast Group Meeting.  Starts 2.00pm at 90 Southwick Street, Southwick.  

Members displays.  (Contact Josh Spoor: 01273 592214. joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk). 

20 May 2017.  Joint meeting of the British Air Mail Society with the Southampton Philatelic Society at 

St. Joseph’s Hall, Bugle Street, Southampton SO14 2AH.  For further details contact Josh Spoor 01273 

592214, joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk.  

Sunday 23 April 2017  Midlands Group Meeting at Conkers (National Forest Centre), Moira, 

Swadlincote, starting 10.30am.  Terry Hare-Walker will give his display “South African Airmails”.  For 

details contact: Laurence Kimpton (01564 771851, l.j.kimpton@macunlimited.net) 

Saturday 3 June 2017.  British Air Mail Society Annual General Meeting at the premises of the Royal 

Philatelic Society.  Details to be announced. 

6-8 October 2017.  Övebria 2017, the Austrian National Philatelic Exhibition with international    par-

ticipation and with full FEPA recognition, in Hirtenberg..  There will be a Salon for Aerophilately (50-60 

frames).  During the course of this exhibition will be held the FISA Congress. 

Saturday 9th June 2018.  British Air Mail Society Annual General Meeting. 

 

Meetings Reports. 
 

Joint Meeting with the Wreck & Crash Mail Society                                           

held at 3 p.m. the Design Centre, Upper St., London on Saturday 17 September 2016. 

Present: Ken Sanford (USA), Bill Trower, Grahame Boutle, Peter Lister, Pradip Jain (India), Barbara 

Priddy, Jacques Bot (the Netherlands), Eddie Spicer, Alan Whittaker, John Crowe, Laurence Kimpton,  
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Brian Peace, John Thiesen (Denmark) and David Tett. 

Brian Peace welcomed everyone and especially thanked those who were from overseas. 

   The opportunity was taken by Ken Sanford to congratulate Laurence Kimpton as the recipient of 

the 2015 George D. Kingdom Award, presented annually by the American Air Mail Society for the 

best overall aerophilatelic catalogue, book,  monograph or pamphlet.  Laurence’s award was for his 

astounding book “Airmails across the Middle East 1918-1930”.  The accompanying picture (previous page) 

shows Laurence shaking hands with Ken holding a copy of the book.  Apparently, the original intention 

was to present Laurence with his commemorative plaque, but this had not been brought to the meeting. 

Members of both societies entertained those present with short one-frame displays, mostly                

incorporating crash mail: 

 Jacques Bot.  “The 1926 Flight from Copenhagen to Tokyo by Lt. Botved and mechanic” 

 Eddie Spicer  “Colombian Air Mails, SCADTA”                                                            

 Ken Sanford  “Rare Crash Covers: Imperial Airways and Pan American Airways”                     

 Barbara Priddy  “West African Interrupted Air Mails”                                                        

 Grahame Boutle  “Air Covers/Stamps with Black Borders”                                                 

 John Crowe   “Imperial Airways Crash Covers from Australia” 

   Brian Peace showed a selection of Australian Crash Mail 1920-1953. This included several of which 

there were the only recorded examples.   

                                                                                                                                      Brian Peace. 

…………………………………... 

The Midlands Regional Group. 

Conkers, Moira on Sunday, 23rd October 2016 

   The Spring meeting attracted a lower than usual attendance of 12. In the morning session, after a 

bourse, both the single sheet competition and the nine sheet competition were won by Terry Hare-

Walker, his single sheet entry with a cover flown by Walter Mittelhozer from Zurich to Teheran in 

1924, the nine sheet entry being on the services of the Junkers company in Persia in the 1920s. 

  After lunch, Jon Higgins gave a display on the airmails of Sarawak and North Borneo. The    

display began with covers flown on an air survey of Sarawak in 1926 and an unsuccessful attempt to 

develop internal air services in 1929. Covers flown by the RAF Far East Flight in 1930 and 1931 and 

RAF Sunderland flights in the late 1930s were then shown. Jon’s display continued with mail flown by 

the airlines which had services passing through south-east Asia; many covers flown by Imperial Airways 

and some flown by KLM and Air Union were shown. Connection with these services was made by the 

Kuching-Singapore service of Wearne’s Air Services or by ship to Alor Star, Singapore or  Medan.  

Highlights included multiple rate covers and a rare cover from Labuan franked with Straits Settlements 

stamps. The display concluded with mail flown during the Second World War, including covers flown 

on the Horseshoe Route and on PAA’s trans-Pacific routes. Jon’s display included ephemera to illustrate 

the development of services: photographs, brochures and post office notices. The display was very 

much appreciated by those present. 

Laurence Kimpton. 

…………………………………………………………. 
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The Scottish ‘North of the Border’ Regional Group. 

   The Autumn meeting of the Scottish Group took place at the Dewar Centre in Perth on Saturday     

15 October during the two-day annual SCOTEX dealer event.  Group convenor Dr. Bob Clark      

welcomed members to this regular venue; three presentations were given: 

   Alan Blakeley presented a spectacular display of Newfoundland pioneer and first air mail flights 

from the years 1929 to 1935. Amongst others we were shown the “Southern Cross” flight from        

Harbour Grace to New York, the flight of ‘Columbia’ from Harbour Grace to England (October 1930),  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  30 March 1940. Springfield, Mass., air mail to James Wotherspoon, departed La Guardia Field        

31 March 1940 for Lisbon on the Boeing 314 NC 18603 Yankee Clipper. Cover signed by the Chief Pilot 

Capt. Charlkes A. Lorber.  On the reverse by favour (?) backstamp of West Calder, Midlothian, for 5 AP 40 

with Wotherspoon’s manuscript note: ‘Received April 5, 1940, 8.30 AM’. Not censored. 

Fig. 1.  31 March 1940 (postmark date error 1939 for 1940) New York N.Y. A.M.F. (Air Mail Field),       

surface mail souvenir to James Wotherspoon with ‘Dedication’ adhesive label.                                         

Sent by known philatelist Harry Gordon. Not censored. 
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Ruth Nichols attempted flight to Paris (June 1931), the ‘Justice for Hungary’ flight to Hungary (July 1931), 

the return flight of the Dornier Do X to Europe (May 1932), General Balbo’s return flight to Europe 

(July 1933), the Adamowicz Brothers flight to Warsaw (June 1934), the flight from Cartwright,         

Labrador, to Scotland (August 1934)( and the Cartwright to Norway flight (July 1935). 

   Richard Beith showed a varied range of transatlantic covers carried by Pan American Airways in 

1940 and 1941.  Three items were addressed to James Wotherspoon at his home in West Calder, Midlo-

thian; some years later he became the first President of the British Air Mail Society. Shown here are two 

covers from 31 March 1940, firstly a surface mail souvenir of the opening of the new La Guardia Marine 

Terminal, (Fig. 1.), and secondly a cover carried on the first departure from the new terminal which 

reached Lisbon in a flying time of 18 hours and 35 minutes, the fastest to date (Fig. 2).  Mail to and 

from interned enemy aliens was also shown including a cover from Dresden to two German brothers 

who had been despatched from the UK to Camp N at Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada.  The cover was 

correctly franked with only the 40 Rpf. Air fee, surface mail being free to internees.  A cover posted in 

New York on 7 November 1941 addressed to the Berlin-friendly Slovak State had been held somewhere 

at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbour but, surprisingly, still reached its destination, but only on 13 

March 1942, showing signs of German censorship in Vienna and a Slovak censorship handstamp. 

 Bob Clark concluded the meeting by showing examples of the use of New Zealand internal air mail 

services in 1936-38 to facilitate connections from the South Island with overseas mail services at the 

cost of an extra 1d. air mail fee.  For the Pan American trans-Pacific flight in January 1938, payment of 

the extra 1d. air mail fee was mandatory for all air mail  starting from outside the Auckland region and, 

amongst others, he showed a cover from Timaru in the South Island franked 4s. 6d. with a postage due 

handstamp as the required postage was 4s.7d. 

   Bob Clark thanked those for attending and for showing such an interesting range of material.  Bob 

invited us to return to the same venue on Saturday 22 April 2017 during the annual ASPS Congress to 

be hosted in 2017 by the Lanarkshire Philatelic Society. 

Richard Beith and Bob Clark. 

…………………………………………………………… 

The South Coast Regional Group. 

The Meeting, Ardingly Sussex October 2016. 

   The South Coast group is affiliated to the Association of Sussex Federation of Philatelic Societies ,and 

some time ago it was suggested by member of BAMS,  John Bushel that we should have a meeting at              

Ardingly at the Sussex Federation’s Annual event. To this end it was agreed that this would happen and 

the conference room was booked for the morning and a sponsor found.  In many ways it was a trial ,just 

to see how it would work out with displays by members of BAMS with access for all the Public. In   

addition to over forty dealers at this event completions were held with some remarkably high standards 

been achieved. 

   Interest in BAMS  and Airmails was slow, and I truly grateful to all our members how took the trouble 

to travel to Ardingly  and come and support the event , show their airmails and talk not just to each  

other but to the public. Well done I so proud of you all. A particular big thank you to Bill Thrower, and 

Peter White for showing Atlantic Flight Path and New Zealand, and it was so good to see BAMS 

Patron Brian Asquith, and former president of ASPS Colin Spong with us .. 

I can announce that a sponsor has been found for next October so book the date of the 14th Now! 
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Future South Coast Group Meeting:   March 25th Members displays  

Note South Coast Group Meetings are now being held at my home,                                             

90 Southwick Street  Southwick  Start 2pm  

01273 592214   e mail joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   And on Saturday 20th May 2017,  the British Air Mail Society has been invited by Southampton        

Philatelic Society to participate in their 85th. Anniversary celebrations, a day long event.  Contact me 

for further details .  

Josh Spoor. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

MISSING 

During the past year a 16-page exhibit of the 1919 Railway Strike Airmail 

has gone adrift.  The exhibit contained 15 covers, plus an introductory 

page.   One of the items was an 8s. 0d. rated cover from Newcastle to 

London with a 5s. 0d. and a 2s. 6d. seahorse.  Another cover was an    

Edinburgh acceptance via Glasgow to London, and a third cover was an 

example of the rare Bristol to London flight.  If any of these items should 

appear, please could you contact Peter Lister. 
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Letters to the Editor. 

  This is the one section within our journal that is not normally edited, providing such letters are not 

deemed salacious or intended to bring our hobby into disrepute.  Letters published in this section are 

not  necessarily the views of the  Council of the British Air Mail Society. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Receipt of Air Mail News on CD-Roms. 

Dear Richard, 

                I wish you all the best in your return role as Editor of Air Mail News.  I read your editorial 

with interest, especially your comments on the future of CD-ROMs.  

   As well as looking after the website of the British Air Mail Society, I look after the website of another 

philatelic society, the New Zealand Society of Great Britain at www.nzsgb.org.uk and thought you might 

be interested in how they distribute their journal, ‘The Kiwi’.  Members can opt to get ‘The Kiwi’ in paper 

or electronic form and there is no difference in the membership cost for these two options.  Paul     

Wrigglesworth, the editor, sends me each new issue as a pdf file and I put it in a password protected 

folder (accessible from the website) for the current year’s issues.  Members who have opted to get      

‘The Kiwi’ in electronic form are sent the username/password for this protected folder at the beginning 

of the year. 

   Currently pdf files of issues of ‘The Kiwi’ for years 2012 - 2015 are in a separate password protected file 

whose username/password is available to all members by application to the editor. Pdf files of the first 

60 volumes (1952—2011) are freely available to the public.  In addition, the website contains original 

source documents from the early New Zealand Post Office as a research aid. 

   I note that in the list of the officers on the inside cover of the November Air Mail News, you give my 

email address as: nzgb1@googlemail.com when it should be nzsgb1@googlemail.com 

                                                                                   Regards, 

                                                                                                     Robert Clark 
   Editor:  Firstly, my apology to Robert for mis-typing his email address on the inside front cover of 

the November issue.  When I assumed responsibility for compiling Air Mail News I decided to try and     

introduce a number of changes.  On several occasions recently I found I had to consult issues of Air 

Mail News to obtain the email contact addresses of a number of different BAMS officers, and quite 

frankly I found it more than mildly irritating to have to go through the pages of the magazine to find the 

information I was seeking.  I thought it preferable to have the list of Officers and Regional Group    

Organisers on the inside front and back covers where they could more readily be accessed.  I had to type 

everything, and as you will see proof reading did not flag up the error in Robert’s contact email address.  

I trust not too many readers were inconvenienced by this unfortunate error.  Incidentally, this change 

implies no adverse reflection on the strategy used by my predecessor John Symons.  Until recently the 

only place we could have colour was on the outside covers.  Now our printers afford us the real luxury 

of printing colour illustrations throughout, and there is no logical reason why we cannot use the inside 

back and front covers for easily accessible lists of Officers, etc. 
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  Secondly, some of you will know I favour receipt of the hard copy paper version of our journal, not 

the CD-ROM format as I have always found this more convenient for my personal use.  I am not in any 

way against members receiving their copies in electronic form if that is what they prefer, and the       

distribution of the CD-ROMs certainly saves on postage, reflected in turn by preferential reduced    

membership subscriptions.  My personal beef with other members was that at a most unfortunate   

quarrelsome Annual General Meeting a few years ago there was an almighty row when we learned those 

receiving their copies of Air Mail News as a CD-ROM were getting extra articles and information not 

found in the hard copy paper version. In other words you were paying less and getting more, and it was 

just not fair. I have made my position perfectly clear - while I am reasonably content to struggle on for a 

while with the compiling of the paper version, I have washed my hands with the responsibility of      

production of the CD-ROM versions. My only responsibility is to forward the compiled issue in pdf 

format to another Council member who makes all the necessary arrangements.  I leave it up to those 

who know better how best we can serve our membership by disseminating electronic versions.  If  

members think that a protected password version accessed on our website is preferable to receiving a 

CD-ROM version via the post, I suggest you lobby our Chairman, Eddie Spicer, who would be in the 

position to organise Council to sanction the necessary changes. 
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    Dear Dr. Saundry, 

           After seeing the quality of the illustrations accompanying my article [“Flights of the German  

Airship LZ 127 “Graf Zeppelin”, Air Mail News,  Vol.59, No. 235, November 2016, pp. 15-18],  I was 

shocked.  Mr. Symon’s text for the article I found excellent, but why oh why were my illustrations so 

poor?  Looking through back copies of the magazine I was hard pressed to find any other articles with 

similar dreadful quality as these.     

                                                                                                    Gilbert Smith, (Bourne, Lincolnshire) 

   Editor:  I can well understand Gilbert’s utter dismay at seeing the quality of the illustrations.  As you 

know, my predecessor John Symons sent me this article in the form of an email message using Hotmail. 

Apparently Gilbert sent the article to him as hard copy, not via the internet, and John then re-worked it.              

Unfortunately, the illustrations when I received the same from John, were enmeshed in the text.  There 

was no way I could think of handling the illustrations other than first printing the whole article and 

scanning the  individual illustrations.  I spent a lot of valuable time playing around with this article  but 

did my best. During transmission from Gilbert to John, John re-jigging it, then sending it to me as an 

enmeshed article, then me printing the same followed by scanning the illustrations we managed to lose 

so much definition. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you read my Editorial in the November issue, you will see I will no longer accept any submissions for 

publication in Air Mail News where illustrations are embedded within the text.  Illustrations must be sent 

as attachments.  I only accept internet submissions in Word format. I do, however, and am most willing 

to accept good hard copy submissions as I am quite adept at scanning illustrations received in that for-

mat.  I  invited Gilbert to re-send directly to me a good photocopy of his article and undertook to re-

print a couple of his illustrations (see the accompanying illustrations).  I decided against reprinting the 

whole of Gilbert’s article as our readers would find repetition all too tedious! 

Fig. 1.  Card carried on the first transatlantic flight of the LZ 127 departing Friedrichshafen 10 October 1928. 
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   Recently Gilbert has sent us another interesting piece about the Olympia Flight of 1936. We plan to 

include this in our May issue and fervently hope the illustration will be perfectly reproduced. 

 

ENGLAND’S FIRST AERIAL POST 

   Dear Dr. Saundry, 

   I purchased this rather tatty and unreadable copy of this postcard from a dealers £5 box at a stamp 

fair purely because it had a nice clear Sydney N.S.W. Australia roller cancel on the reverse. It was carried 

on the first U.K. aerial post from Hendon aerodrome to Windsor as part of the Celebrations of the       

coronation of George V. The first flight was made by Gustav Hamel in his Bleriot aeroplane, 35 bags of 

mail were carried on 16 flights. As I collect Australian Air Mails from 1921-1939, I thought it would be 

a good item to show first when giving displays, as it must be the first ever mail sent partly by air to   

Australia. 

  When attending a meeting at the RPS headquarters I bumped into Peter Lister, who is also on the  

expertising team there. When I mentioned that I was trying to read the faded writing on this card he 

offered to try and improve it using the filters etc at the RPS. He also told me that he had spent a lot of 

time researching this flight himself. 

With his help and scans of my own I have come up with the following:- 

Front:- 

     R.Seddon Schole Esq. Prestwich  Bia Tamworth  N.S.W.  Australia. 

Fig. 7. The Russian Polar Flight of 1931 by the LZ 127. Russian acceptance from Leningrad 25 June.   
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Reverse:- 

My dear Scholes 

     I suppose you will have heard of the First Aerial Post, this card goes by it. I hope it will get safely to 

your address as a memento of what would have appeared only a year or two back as a impossible      

departure. 

                                                                                         Yours Ever 

                                                                                                            C.Brooke Bell 
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With Peter’s expert knowledge the following is also known:- 

      This card carried on first day posting September 9 th 1911, Box2 

      The plated position of card is 30, shown by dot over A.D. 

       It arrived Sydney, N.S.W. Australia 16th October. 

    Only 40 cards are recorded to have been carried to Australia, so this must be number 41 ! 

Alan Whittaker. 

__________________________________________________ 

Questions and Answers.  

A. 522.  How the Mail was carried on the Galway to Berlin  

Flight of 22nd October 1932. 

  John Rawlins who did not have access to William J Murphy’s book “Irish Airmail 1919-90”, which was 

not in the BAMS Library, asked how was the mail carried between Galway and Berlin on 22nd   October 

1932. 

   Our New Zealand member, Alan Tunnicliffe, who has a copy of William J. Murphy’s book, reports 

that the pilot of a Fox Moth carrying two passengers was Mr. O. E. Armstrong who flew from Galway 

to Dublin where the mail was transferred to a Royal Dutch Airline plane piloted by Col. Russell and 

Capt. Scholte (it already had mail on board from Dublin) with twelve passengers.  This plane then flew 

to Croydon, on to Rotterdam, and lastly to Berlin. 

   We are sure John will be highly grateful to Alan for this informative answer. 

  Ken Sanford, reading the question in the November issue has written to say he has a spare copy of 

William J. Murphy’s book ‘Irish Airmail 1919-1990’ and is donating this to our library.  We are most 

grateful to Ken for this donation and for helping fill one glaring gap in our library’s shelves. 

  Incidentally, this is a timely reminder to our readers, should they have spare copies of aerophilatelic 

monographs or catalogues, they might consider donating these to the Society’s library.  Before sending 

such items, please first contact our Hon. Librarian, Barbara Priddy, (bmkpriddy@hotmail.com) to check 

whether or not such items are currently not in our library’s holdings. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

A. 523.  The Reason Air Mail Service between the United States 

and Finland Suspended in May 1945. 

   Your Editor  asked if any of our readers could explain why a May 1945 Venezuelan air mail cover to 

Finland was not forwarded to destination from the United States, but was returned because the service 

to Finland had been suspended. 

  Johnnie Johnson, Jr. (Groton, Connecticut) tells us that according to United States Postal Bulletin 

#18799, 20th February 1945, air mail service from the United States to Finland, Estonia, Latvia,       

Lithuania and Poland would no longer be available, effective 16th February 1945.  USPB#18842,     

20th July 1945, reported restriction of service to all these countries would be lifted immediately. 

  Thanks, Johnnie for this most informative information.  This explains why onward  transmission to  
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Finland was refused, but I do not have a clear idea why the service was restricted.  I can guess, but it 

would be nice to know the precise reason service to the Baltic area was suspended in May 1945. 

________________________________________________ 

 

Q. 524.  Capt. Harold MacMickle. 

Johnny Johnson, Jr. (Groton, Connecticut, USA) is asking for information about Capt. Harold        Mac-

Mickle.  He was killed in the crash of a Ford 5-AT-100, NC433H, named “San Felipe”, when      attempt-

ing to land at Limatambo Airport, Lima, Peru on Christmas Day, 25th December 1935.  The aircraft was 

PANAGRA registered, so Johnny believes MacMickle was flying for PANAGRA.  It seems this pilot 

dropped off the charts both before and after the crash.  Can any of our readers help with Johnny’s quest 

for more information about Harold MacMickle ? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q. 525.  How were the “BY AIRMAIL FROM NEW YORK via P.A.A, 

and  SCADTA” Etiquettes Distributed ? 

   Those of us who collect European air mail covers sent in the 1930s to Colombia will be sure to have 

in their collections examples that bear one of the very distinctive blue etiquettes with the wording  “PAR 

AVION DE / BY AIRMAIL FROM NEW YORK / via P.A.A. & SCADTA”.  These etiquettes with 

varieties were listed by Gunter Mair in his comprehensive book “Catalogue of Airmail Labels” as  CLM-B-

15, 16a, 16b, 17 under Colombia, and were  issued from 1932.  These etiquettes were intended to be 

affixed to air mail covers sent surface across the Atlantic to New York, thence a combination of PAA to 

Barranquilla, Colombia, to be forwarded by air within Colombia to destination by SCADTA.  SCADTA 

also flew to Ecuador and for a while to Peru, so covers addressed to either of these two latter countries 
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can be found with the distinctive etiquettes. I have one German air mail cover to Lima where the “via 

P.A.A. & SCADTA” legend on the etiquette has been deliberately blacked out : by June 14, 1937, the 

date this letter was posted, SCADTA no longer flew to Peru. Mair implied the labels were made availa-

ble by Pan American Airways. 

   German covers sent to Colombia with these etiquettes are often encountered and your Editor had 

been of the opinion they were German in origin, not Colombian as Mair suggested.  Recently I have 

acquired two covers to Colombia which have made me change my mind.  They were almost certainly 

Colombian in origin. 

  My first cover (not illustrated) was posted Northwood, Middlesex, England July 10, 1933, franked     

2s. 0d., the correct rate for a letter not weighing more than ½ Oz. to Colombia where it reached Bogota 

on July 22.  My second example was sent from Bordeaux, France October 16, 1934, franked 18Fr.50 

comprised of 1Fr.50 the UPU letter surface rate and twice 8Fr.50 per 10 gm. air surcharge rate to Co-

lombia, arriving Buenaventura October 26. 

  Clearly these British and French examples indicate the etiquettes were probably widely distributed 

throughout Europe, and their use was not confined to Germany. The more regularly encountered use of 

these etiquettes on German mail reflects the long standing high volume of commerce between Germany 

and Colombia.  After all, SCADTA was a German-backed aviation company. 

  Does anybody know how these etiquettes were distributed?  Were they made available at consulates ?  

Remember there had earlier been the SCADTA consular overprinted stamps to pre-pay onward air 

transmission within Colombia, which were made available in many countries deliberately overprinted 

with identification letters such that they could only be used from the country from where mail was  

posted. Most of the examples I have seen were on mail sent by commercial trading companies. 

  I thank Barbara Priddy, Librarian of BAMS, who subsequent to my enquiries, of her own volition sent 

me photocopy of the relevant page from the Mair catalogue. 

………………………………………………………………... 

Q. 526.  Why did this 1932 Indian Letter To England have                 

a Pair of 1 Rupee Postage Stamps ? 

 Peter Mansfield,  (Bishop’s Stortford, Herts.), is apparently at a loss to understand the reason for the 

pair of 1 Rupee postage stamps as part of the franking on a 1932 air mail cover from India to Hale,   

Altringham, Cheshire, England. 

   The cover was postmarked June 28, 1932 at KALAIN CASHAR which Peter believes is a town,   

maybe a village, in Assam, some 250 miles north-east of Calcutta. Peter suggests it would have been  

carried by surface transport to Delhi, then flown by the Delhi Flying Club to Karachi, to connect with 

the Imperial Airways service to Croydon.  Unfortunately there are no transit or receiving postal      

markings.  The pair of 1 Rupee stamps have been affixed at the top right hand corner of the envelope, 

but there is a manuscript annotation top left corner “Stamps for Rd. 2/rp”.  There are additional     

postage stamps amounting to the value of 11½ annas. 

  The payment in excess of 8 annas, indicates, Peter assumes, the rate for a letter some 4 oz. in weight, 

and the envelope is made of linen-backed paper.  So, what was the reason for the two 1Rupee stamps? 

Was this a registration fee?  In the absence of the expected blue cross lines signifying registered letters, 

Peter assumes the letter would have been handled as normal (non-registered) air mail.  Can our readers  

explain the reason for the pair of  1 Rupee stamps? 
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_____________________________________________________ 
 

Wartime Air Mail Rates from Brazil 

Part 1 1933-1934 

By John Wilson. 

   My ongoing research into the “LATI substitute” routes of Pan American Airways has revealed a lack 

of coherent published information on wartime (1939 to 1945) airmail rates from South American 

countries. Looking at covers from Brazil was particularly confusing, with much of the information 

from published sources failing to match actual franking on covers. The usual references to airmail rates 

from Brazil are Beith [1], Cusworth [2], Boyle [3], Proud [4], Kurchan [5] and Kriebel [6]. 

   Beith, Cusworth and Proud publications are only concerned with the Italian LATI period and do not 

address the postage rates in place after the end of LATI in December 1939. However, even in the LA-

TI period they show rate discrepancies. Beith [1] gives an air fee (5g) from Brazil to Europe of 5400 

Reis and a registration fee of 1300 Reis. Cusworth [2] also gives the 5400 air fee but does not specify it 

as to Europe only, but shows a registration fee of 1500 Reis rising to  “1600 from about December 1940” 

without showing any proof either by illustrations or references to this latter registration fee. Proud [4] 

gives an inclusive airmail rate of 5400 Reis without specifying if it is to Europe only, and does not 

show a registration fee. As usual with Proud there are no references listed as to the source of the infor-

mation. 

   Kurchan [5] has a separate chapter on LATI services and shows an air fee of 5400 Reis but only to 

Italy, with a registration fee of 1300 Reis. Rather unhelpfully he also shows in the same table an 
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“Ordinary Rate” of 700 Reis without stating whether this is included or excluded from the air fee.     

Further confusion is evident in Kurchan’s own illustration on page 181 of a cover from Brazil to France 

which he describes thus: 

        “Brazil-France via LATI, September 14 1941. Air fee + surface Rs 5,400 x 2 = Rs 10.800.                       

Registered Rs 1,500. Total Rs 12,300” 

  This directly contradicts his own statement that the registration fee was 1300 Reis and suggests 

(misleadingly) that there was a separate surface fee. 

   Boyle [3] is the only writer who actually addresses the wartime period after LATI service ended in De-

cember 1941 but shows equal confusion. He writes: 

 “During the war the air mail rate for letters weighing 5 grams or less was 5000 Reis to North America and 5400 

Reis to Europe. The rate of 5400 Reis applied to the route to Europe via the  U.S. and across the Atlantic by PANAM 

and also to the route to Europe via LATI to Rome.  Registration remained 1300 Reis throughout the war.” 

 This is misinformation at its best (or worst). The statement about the airmail rate from Brazil to 

Europe via North America is not correct and directly refuted by cover evidence not only from my own 

research but by Boyle himself in an illustration in his book (Fig. 308 on page 649) which shows a cover 

from Brazil to France carried via New York (handstamp “By Airmail via U.S.A.”) bearing a franking of 

18,000 Reis. There is no possible calculation by which a franking of 18,000 Reis could equate to an air-

mail rate per 5g of 5400 Reis. So what is the truth? 

   Kriebel [6] is extremely detailed and comprehensive on the history and development of Brazil’s airmail 

services but one has to search diligently for information on postal rates, usually buried in the titles to 

cover illustrations, and there is no information about wartime operations and postage rates. It is,       

nevertheless, an essential library reference for anyone collecting and studying the airmail history of    

Brazil. 

   In the apparent absence of any primary documentary evidence from Brazilian records, my method for 

determining postage rates was to assemble as many covers or images of covers as possible. Then by  

using single, double, multiple frankings and registration amounts it is possible to arrive at the basic 5 

gram air rate and the registration fees.  Taking into account the various time frames and destinations for 

airmail from Brazil I am presenting what I believe to be correct information for the wartime period, 

whilst acknowledging that this is work in progress and may be expanded by further research. First of all 

a brief summary of the pre-war rates, both trans-Atlantic and inter-American. This is not a complete 

analysis, and does not include rates for services other than airmail letters. 

   With one exception which is noted, all the covers in this article are from my own collection, and    

represent a small fraction of others I own or have seen during my research. 

Pre-war rates, the background. 

Brazil to Europe 1933. 

   Prior to 1934, Brazilian transatlantic air rates had been calculated as a separate surface fee and an    

additional air surcharge. In 1933 the surface fee was 700 Reis for the first 20g and 400 Reis for each  

successive 20g step. The air fee was 3500 Reis and registration 1400 Reis. In June 1933 Brazil issued a 

special 3500 Reis air stamp (Scott C31) to be used in paying the air fee but its use, whilst common, was 

not mandatory and one sees many covers with the air fee paid by Brazilian definitive and                  

commemorative issues. 
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   The German Deutsche Lufthansa transatlantic service did not begin until 1934, and airmail was being 

carried by French Compagnie Générale Aéropostale (CGA or simply Aéropostale), using fast “Aviso” 

ships for the sea crossing between Natal and Dakar. In July, 1933 CGA were absorbed into the new 

“Air France” company. The only “all-air” service in 1933 was by the “Graf Zeppelin” which completed 

nine flights to South America in that year. Postage rates were the same for CGA/Air France and      

Zeppelin flights, although in previous years the Zeppelin rates were not consistent from flight to flight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Aéropostale Recife to Stuttgart 16 July 1933. 700 Reis surface (From January 1932)                     

+ 3500 Reis air fee (From May 1933). Total 4200 Reis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Aéropostale Sao Paulo to London 15 August 1933. 700 Reis surface (From January 1932)       

+ 2 x 3500 Reis air fee (From May 1933). Total 7700 Reis 
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Fig. 3.   Zeppelin flight G326 Recife to Friedrichshafen 12 August 1933. 700 Reis surface.               

3500 Reis air fee using Scott C31 air stamp. Total 4200 Reis. 

Fig. 4(a).   Zeppelin flight G318-319 Recife to Friedrichshafen 9 July 1933. 700 Reis surface (20g).     

3 x 3500 Reis air fee (10-15g). 1400 Reis registration. Total 12,600 Reis on cover 
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Fig, 4(b)  Re-

verse of Zeppelin Flight G318-319 cover Recife to Frierichshafen 9 July 1933. 
 

Airmail and basic rates Brazil to Europe (Except Spain) 1933. 

 
 

Brazil to North America and Spain 1933. 

   Although there was no regular transatlantic air service from North America to Europe, the airmail  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Brazil to the United States 15 July 1933.  200 Reis surface (UPAE).  3500 Reis air fee. 

Basic first 20g 700 Reis 

Next  20g 400 Reis 

Air fee 5g 3500 Reis 

Registration 1400 Reis. 
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routes from Brazil to the United States were well developed. The airmail fee from Brazil remained at                      

3500 Reis for mail into North America but because the United States was a member of the Union   

Postale des Amériques et de l’Espagne (UPAE) [7] the basic rate was reduced from 700 Reis to 200 Reis. 

This reduction applied to mail from Brazil to South American countries, North America (including Can-

ada) and to Spain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Brazil to Spain 8 August 1934. 200 Reis surface (UPAE). 3500 Reis air fee. 

 “Fools rush in where Angels fear to tread”. My original intention was to establish wartime transatlantic 

airmail rates. Having decided to provide some pre-war background rates, I realised just how tangled the 

rate changes were, but they are as nothing compared to airmail rates within South America, and I am 

leaving that topic to someone braver than I. Even within Brazil, internal air fees were calculated on a 

“per distance” basis, but cover study does confirm that the basic postage fee was 200 Reis within South 

America, in line with the UPAE regulations. 

The unexpected 100 Reis surcharge. 

   In 1933, Brazil introduced a 100 Reis surcharge to raise funds for airfield development, and the      

additional 100 Reis on covers has misled some collectors into thinking that there had been an increase in 

the airmail rates. This is not so, and confusion results from the fact that the 100 Reis was not applied 

universally. Kriebel [6] writes: 

 “Government Decree 22.620 of 5 May 1933 required the use of a special tax stamp on all correspondence sent 

within South America, to the United States or to Spain…..The stamp’s obligatory use was 1 October 1933 to 31 May 

1934. It was then allowed to be used as normal postage until 31 August 1934.” 

   Groten [8] uses images of the actual US Post Office Guides which declare that the period of the 100 

Reis surcharge was 1 October 1933 to 30 December 1934, so there is conflict of evidence. However, I 

am inclined to favour the US Post Office Guide as being more accurate as to the end date of the tax 

imposition. The start date is not in question. 
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Fig. 7. Brazil to US 1 November 1933. 200 Reis surface (UPAE). 2 x3500 Reis air fee +100 Reis tax. 

Fig. 8. Brazil to Spain 22 December 1933.                                                                                    

200 Reis surface (UPAE). 3500 Reis air fee +100 Reis tax. 

______________________________________________________ 

Richard Beith tells us that on 13 September 2017 Royal Mail’s latest set of ‘Post & Go’ stamps       

for the Royal Mail Heritage series will be devoted to ‘Mail by Air’ 
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Fig. 9. Brazil to UK 2 February 1934. 700 Reis surface (correct).                                                                               

2 x 3500 Reis air fee (correct) +100 Reis tax (in error). 

   Although the 100 Reis tax was limited to countries within the UPAE there was obviously some     

confusion in its application, as shown in the above cover to London. Clearly endorsed by the clerk as 

“7000; 700” the rate was calculated as double 3500 Reis sir fee, 700 Reis surface fee (correct), but the 

100Reis tax stamp was also applied even though UK was not a member of UPAE. 

    

 

 

 

Fig. 10.  

Brazil to Germany 

November 1933. 

3500 Reis air fee 

(correct)               

200 Reis UPAE    

surface (in error) + 

100 Reis tax           

(in error) 
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Even greater confusion is shown by a cover to Germany carrying the correct air fee of 3500 Reis but the 

incorrect 200 Reis UPAE surface fee AND incorrect application of the 100 Reis tax stamp. 

  More confusion is shown by a cover carried by “Graf Zeppelin” to Germany with an incorrect 100 

Reis tax being charged by an equally incorrect 100 Reis definitive: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Brazil to Germany  Flight G349 October 1933. 2 x 3500 Reis air fee (correct).                     

700 Reis (correct) +100 Reis tax (in error and using incorrect stamp). 

   The next part of this article will cover the period from 1934 through all the intermediate changes to 

the end of the Second World War. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

   "Mercury" Re-Visited 

by Bill Trower 

   I wish to present the following thoughts relating to my earlier article "It Occurred to me", (Air Mail News. 

Vol. 58, No. 231 (November 2015), page 24), and the subsequent published reply from Laurence  

Kimpton, "A Cover Flown by I.A.  Mercury to New York" (Air Mail News, Vol. 58 No. 232, (February 2016), 

pp. 26 & 28 ), where Laurence displayed a cover claimed to be on the first flight to New York.   Also the 

FJF (Francis J Field) letter of 1 November 1984, to a previous owner of the cover, which is non-

committal and advises further investigation. 

   I searched my files of "hard  

copies" and found the original  

letter from Laurence, dated 30th           

December 2003, informing me of 

this cover, together with my    

original reply of 5th January 2004 

and my observations that this was 

thought to be a suspect item, as 

there was no record of a York 

R o a d  i n  L o n d o n  S E 1 0 

(Greenwich), [based on the written 

numbers on the item’s registration 

label], in my old A-Z London 

Street Atlas.  Remember that my 

then observations were based on a 

physical black & white photo copy 

he had sent to me via post. 

  Seeing the item, now published in 

colour, encouraged me to spend 

further time in extended research 

using the facilities of the internet. 

 Figure 1.  Copy of original letter 

from Francis J. Field informing his 

clients that no letters were flown 

the Mayo-Mercury composite trial 

transatlantic flight of 1938. 

(the Bill Trower collection)  
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   Enquiries at The Postal Museum, directed me to the work, "Post Offices in the UK" by Ken Smith; in 

particular "London S.E. Post Offices from 1856" (updated 27/7/2016)1.  This shows that there was no 

York Road, P.O., S.E.10. (Greenwich)  It does however show that there was a York Road Post Office 

S.E.1 (Lambeth), at  No. 74 which closed in 1938 [poc.10/8/1938]. 

   We turn our attention to the Registration label, which is a most important item.  A registration label, 

by its number and details, provides the means of tracking the journey of any given letter.  Laurence has 

since ascertained that it is a "Pattern D", used at small offices etc., where there was under 3,000         

registered packets per year.  Written on it is distinctly ‘London SE10’.  Would the postmaster/mistress 

have made such an error, putting '10' instead of '1'? 

  The cancellation of the 

pair of fourpenny King 

George V stamps is the 

very faint YORK ROAD      

15 JLY 1938.  So what 

rate was that? 5d postage 

plus 3d registration fee?  

The air mail rate across 

the Atlantic via Imperial 

Airways had not yet been 

established.  This cover 

could have travelled by 

surface means  The date 

cancelled and the time 

scale back stamps, 

(Pearsall, Texas), allow 

sufficient time for this.  

But - not from a York 

Road in SE10, or even by 

registered post. 

   Back stamps of New 

York, Registry, have pre-

vious ly  been seen 

"engineered" (different 

dates of course), on a 

spurious 1939 Danzig 

cover in my own, and at 

least two other, collec-

tions. 

   A flimsy carbon copy2, 

in my collection of flown 

newspapers, of a 1938 

Letter from Francis         

J. Field to prospective  

customers I quote -  

 

Figure 2.  Page from the August-September 1938 issue of  “The Aero Field” 

with the title “The North Atlantic Flights. Why no British Mails?”     

(courtesy the Librarian of the British Air Mail Society) 
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"As will be fully explained in the next number of "The Aero Field", letter mails were not carried...." 

Through our Society’s Library, I have obtained an excerpt from the August-September 1938 "The Aero 

Field" page 1673. “The North Atlantic Flights - Why no British Airmails?”  I quote paragraph two:- 

   "The recent flights, though numerous and successful, are considered as experimental only 

and not as the inauguration of a regular service.  Only after an air service has proved itself to 

be commercially satisfactory as to regularity safety and punctuality, it is the policy of the 

British Post Office to entrust public mails to air transit over the line.  There have been but 

few exceptions to this rule, as aero-philatelists are fully aware, and none has been the im-

portance of a Trans-Atlantic service.  The Post Master General has not exercised his right to 

permit exceptions, in this instance, to his exclusive privilege." 

   What Francis told me at that long ago BAMS dinner was correct.  I feel we can safely conclude, from 

this latest research, that the cover was not flown, across the Atlantic, on "Mercury". 

   Consider - All of the areas in and around London, were devastated in the blitz, [September 1940 

through 1941] during WWII,  "souvenirs" were often "picked up" from bombed properties, post   

offices included.  I suggest that some enterprising person, with an eye on the future, may have been 

enthusiastic.  Perhaps the canceller, stamps and label(s) surfaced much later in post war. 

   Another item has emerged during Laurence' research.  This was a "press release" notification, which 

may have been carried in the pilot's "pouch".  Per favour. 

Footnote: OK, my little grey cells having been stirred.  I now recall that Lottie Grey, our then BAMS 

Secretary, offered me a cover (was it the same one or yet another copy?) I was suspicious at the time, 

she would not quote a price, rather asked me to make an offer, at which she said "was not enough". 

 QED 

References: 

 1. h t t p s . / / 7 9 f 2 1 e 9 d - a - 6 2 c b 3 a 1 a - s - s i t e s . g o o g l e g r o u p s . c o m / s i t e /                         

 ukpostofficesbycounty/home/england/LondonS.E.  

 2 1938 FJF Letter 

 3. August-September 1938 "Aero Field" 

Editor:  Far be it for me to disagree with any of Bill’s reasoned argument, since he has been researching the  

Mercury/Maia composite experimental flight for many years and is the acknowledged expert, I would like to point 

out that having spent many years in gainful employment at St. Thomas’ Hospital, London SE1 that York Road is 

a major thoroughfare that many commuters would have to cross or  either travel along leaving Waterloo main line 

railways station.  This area was extensively rebuilt after the war and on the other side of the road from the station 

near the modern Shell Building is the Festival Hall, built on the site where the Festival of Britain was held in 1951.  

The Head Post Office for London SE District was near Waterloo, now also closed.  I would suggest that all    

registered letters posted at a London SE sub-post office, such as at Greenwich SE10, in 1938 would be taken to 

York Road SE1Head Post Office for cancellation of the stamps and subsequent processing. The British postage 

rate for a letter sent to the United States by sea to New York, then onward air transmission by US    Internal air 

mail services to destinations within the continental United States (January 1935 - August 1940) was 5d. per ½oz.  

Thus postage of 8d. was correct for a registered letter flown beyond New York. 

  Neither of these two observations, however,  either prove or help disprove Bill’s impression that the 

letter in Laurence’s collection was flown by the Mercury/Maia composite. I suggest the letter was genu-

inely posted by someone hoping it would be carried this flight, but weight of evidence presented by 

Francis Field letter suggests otherwise. 
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A SECOND RARE AQUILA AIRWAYS CRASH COVER        

DISCOVERED 

By Ken Sanford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 – Short Sunderland – G-AKNU 

   This article was originally published in the September 2008 issue of “La Catastrophe”, journal of the 

Wreck & Crash Mail Society. 

   Aquila Airways was founded on May 18, 1948 by former Coastal Command officer Barry Aikman, 

and was based at Hamble Water, UK.  Mr. Aikman was General Manager of Lancashire Aircraft Corp., 

and in 1947, he decided to leave and establish his own airline, and thus Aquila came into being.  By the    

summer of 1948, Aquila was the proud owner of a fleet of former BOAC Short Sunderlands:-              

G-AGEU, G-AGIA & G-AHEO.  On August 4, 1948, commercial operations commenced with the 

arrival at Finkenwerder, Germany (on the River Elbe) of two of the three Sunderlands.  With their 

bulky fuselages, these aircraft were ideal for carrying supplies into Berlin during the Russian blockade of 

the city.  Food and other essentials were flown several times daily from Finkenwerder to Havel Lake on 

the outskirts of Berlin. 

   With the consequent threat of winter ice forming on Havel Lake, Aquila was withdrawn from the air-

lift on December 15, 1948.  As BOAC withdrew more of its Hythe fleet, so Aquila acquired these     

aircraft, and by the Spring of 1949, more than a dozen Sunderlands were owned by the airline.  Aquila 

converted them from freighters to passenger carrying aircraft, and on March 24, 1949, G-AGEU       

operated the company’s first proving flight on its newly acquired route from Southampton to the island 

of Madeira, with a stop at Lisbon, Portugal on return flight.  On May 14th, the first regular scheduled 

passenger service began. 
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   On July 7, 1951, twice-weekly services from Southampton to St. Aubin’s Bay, Jersey were introduced 

by Aquila.  With three years of successful operations behind it, and with business steadily expanding, 

Aquila decided to purchase a Short Solent late in 1951.  This type was somewhat larger than the       

Sunderland, and it offered a considerably higher cruising speed and more passenger comfort than its 

predecessor.  G-AKNU entered service with Aquila in mid December 1951.  The Solent was used  

mainly on the route to Madeira, and early in 1952 it was extended to Las Palmas, Canary Islands.   

   Aquila Airways entered 1953 with a fleet comprising three Sunderlands and one Solent, but within six   

months, unfortunate accidents had reduced the fleet to only one Sunderland and the Solent.  One      

aircraft, G-AGJN, was damaged during a storm in Funchal Bay on January 21, 1953.  A second        

Sunderland, G-AGKY, sank near Calshot a week later, while a third aircraft, G-ANAK, was written off 

in a storm at Hamble before Aquila had had a chance to civilianize it.  Thus, Aquila’s fleet now         

consisted of Sunderland G-AGER and Solent G-AKNU.  Between them, these two aircraft maintained 

the schedule to Madeira throughout 1953.  Aquila was taken over in March 1953 by the British Aviation 

Services Group, but continued to operate under the Aquila name.  Aquila acquired a second Solent,      

G-ANAJ, in April 1954, and two more, G-ANYI & G-AOBL in 1955. 

  In 1955, a route was opened from Southampton to Santa Margherita on the Italian Riviera.  The Solent 

G-ANAJ broke free from its moorings at Santa Margherita on the night of September 25, 1956, and was 

too badly damaged to be salvaged.  Of the four Solents serviceable at the beginning of 1957, only two 

remained so at the year’s end.  On May 21, 1957, G-ANYI struck a submerged reef in Pollensa Bay,  

Majorca while taxiing out for take-off.  The 57 passengers and crew were all taken off without injury, 

but the aircraft came out of the ordeal rather badly.  After receiving temporary repairs at Majorca, “YI” 

was ferried back to Hamble for more permanent repairs.  A rather more  disastrous accident was       

responsible for the loss of another Solent later in 1957.  Shortly before 11 o’çlock on the night of      

November 15, 1957, “Sydney” - G-AKNU, commanded by Captain F. Eltis, had taken off from    

Southampton with 50 passengers and eight crew members on board.  The aircraft radioed to the control 

launch in Southampton that it was returning because of an engine fire.  However, twenty nine minutes 

after take-off, the aircraft hit high ground on the Isle of Wight, killing thirty five of the passengers and 

the entire crew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 – Newspaper photo of crashed aircraft 
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   On September 30, 1958, after more than ten years of successful flying, the final Aquila Airways flying 

boat was moored to its buoy for the last time, and Aquila Airways was liquidated. 

   The crash of G-AKNU is listed by Henri Nierinck in “Recovered Mail”, as it was carrying mail.  Nierinck 

states that a part of the mail was recovered, and the following cachet was applied: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Crash cachet. 

  I recently bought a cover from the Aquila crash, which is shown below.  It does not have the crash cachet, 

but it is clearly from the crash.  It is postmarked Purley, Surrey 14 NOV 57 and is addressed to Funchal,    

Madeira.  It is the first cover I have seen from this crash, and I consider it a rarity. It has been sold to a UK 

collector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Aquila Airways Crash Cover. 

   At Autumn Stampex in London in September 2016, I found a second cover from this crash.  It is  

actually the enclosure from the original cover, which is now missing, and an “ambulance” cover from 

the UK post office, which has the two-line magenta cachet as shown in Nierinck. 
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Fig. 5.  Enclosure 

Fig.6.  Ambulance Cover. 
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Cover of the Quarter. 

Switzerland to the Philippines in 1941. 

By Richard Saundry. 

   Of recent years many collectors’ interests have turned towards the Second World War period, largely 

stimulated by Thomas H. Boyle Jr.’s massive comprehensive tome “Airmail Operations during World War 

II” which was published by the American Air Mail Society in 1998.  Since the publication of this book 

many advances to our understanding of air mail services during the Second World War have been made 

by collectors all over the world, and the rise in the number of original research articles that have been 

published in reputable aerophilatelic and other specialist journals in the intervening years attests to the 

continued rise in popularity of wartime air mail cover collecting.  Long may this situation continue.  

There still remains an immense amount of information we require, World War II air mail promises to be 

a fertile field for the investigator and all collectors have the chance to make valuable contributions. 

   Those who study wartime air mail covers will know that one ‘bug bear’ that arises, is that during the 

Second World War period, for obvious security reasons, covers rarely show all the information one 

would ideally like to have in order to say with absolute certainty that such and such a cover was flown by 

a particular airline from this intermediary point to that intermediary point on its way from sender to    

addressee.  Lack of postal markings, particularly transit date stamps, and seemingly inexplicable      

frankings, all serve to confuse the situation, leading in turn to the student asking all manner of questions 

that cannot be authoritatively answered, and coming up with theories that may or may not be open to 

confirmation. 

   

“Two Oceans” registered 16 gm. air mail cover from Bern, Switzerland 6 September 1941, via Bermuda, 

New York and San Francisco.  Arrived Manila 2 October. 
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With all this in mind, I would like to share with you a wartime cover from my own collection which 

“ticks all the boxes”.  We have postal markings from where it was posted, we have transit and arrival 

date stamps, we know the weight of the letter, we have the correct postage such that we can be         

absolutely sure how and when it was flown. 

  The registered air mail cover was posted in Berne, Switzerland on September 6, 1941, and was         

philatelically inspired.  The total franking of  6Fr.60, was the correct rate for a registered air mail cover 

weighing greater than 15 gm., but not more than 20 gm., for air mail passage the “Two Oceans” Route 

via the United States to Manila, the Philippine Islands, where it arrived October 2, 1941 with a total 

transit time of only 26 days.  The franking included two copies of the 10 centimes stamp issued to   

commemorate the 750th Anniversary of Berne.  This was a “First Day of Issue” cover sent to Walter 

Bruggman, the doyen of Philippines aerophilately.  The cover bears the manuscript endorsement       

“16 gr”. The postage was computed through summation of  30 centimes the first 20 gm. UPU surface 

letter rate, plus 30 centimes registration (rates effective July 1930 - March 1948), together with 4x 1Fr.50 

per 5 gm. air surcharge rate Switzerland to Manila via the USA. 

   The Boxed manuscript “Basel 2” at bottom left front of the envelope is entirely consistent with mail 

leaving land-locked neutral Switzerland.  From Basel connection would have been made with the      

existing (September 1940 - December 1941) shared Swissair/Deutsche Lufthansa air service to 

Stuttgart , from where the letter would have been forwarded by Deutsche Lufthansa to Lisbon to     

connect with PAA’s north transatlantic service (route FM-18) to New York via Bermuda, as per the  

endorsement “Clipper via U.S.A. to Manila”.  We know the north transatlantic route was used since  

during its journey across the  Atlantic it was examined and passed censorship by British Imperial      

Censors in Bermuda.  After scrutiny of the contents, the envelope was re-sealed using a British P.C.90 

“OPENED BY EXAMINER 6179” tape.  Records show that Imperial Examiner 6179 was active in 

Bermuda from at least December 1, 1940 until at least September 24, 1942. 
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   Upon arrival in New York the cover attracted a double-circular registration mark for 16 September.  

With this New York date stamp, we can assume the East - West crossing was made by one of two PAA 

aircraft :- (a) Flt. #414 by    Clipper “Atlantic” is known to have left Lisbon on Sunday September 14, 

arriving New York the next day; or (b) Flt.#416 by Clipper “Yankee” which left Lisbon Monday        

September 15, arriving New York  on the 16th.  Backtracking, therefore, assuming that the letter was in 

Lisbon by either the 14th or 15th September, we see the transit time Berne via Basel to Lisbon took only 

the order of 8 days, quite quick in wartime Europe, and proof it was flown most, if not all the way    

between Basel and Lisbon. 

   On the back there is a transit registration dates stamp for San Francisco September 18, and an arrival 

date stamp for Manila October 2, 1941. These dates afford the possibility the transpacific leg of the 

journey by Pan Am over FAM-14 could have been flown one of two candidate flights. Pan Am’s     

Clipper “Pacific” is known to have left San Francisco on Saturday September 20, but was delayed en route 

after encountering adverse weather conditions and landing at Guam with a broken propeller, eventually 

reaching Manila late on October 2.  Meantime Clipper “California” which left San Francisco on          

September 26, 1941,  also reached Guam from where the passengers and mail were transferred from the 

stricken aircraft, and reached Manila ahead of the other aircraft also on October 2. The date of arrival of 

the aircraft accords perfectly with the Manila arrival mark on the letter. 

   So there you have it :- a WWII-period airmail cover for which the postal markings, censorship tape 

and postage accord perfectly with all expectations for a cover from Switzerland carried a combination of 

the transatlantic and trans-Pacific routes via New York to Manila.  But there is one little nuance that 

should be mentioned.  You will notice the   envelope shows signs of  charring around the edges.  This is 

not a crash cover! We are told that the recipient, Walter Bruggman’s house was damaged when the    

Japanese attacked the Philippines on December 10, 1941.  We are told most of his collection was      

rescued.  We surmise, therefore, the faint signs of fire damage was occasioned when Bruggman’s house 

was set on fire.  Further information about Walter Bruggman and the fate of his collection would be of 

more than passing  interest. 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

Ligne Mermoz Flights 3A & 3R :  Mail from the 

First Round Trip of the “Croix-du-Sud” 

by Dan Gribbin 

     To collect airmail flown across the South Atlantic by Aéropostale/Air France is to be confronted 

with a number of daunting challenges.  Not the least of these is the apparent scarcity of mail surviving 

from the inaugural round-trip transatlantic crossing of one of the most famous (some would say       

infamous) aircraft from the era of the great flying boats, the Latécoère 300 “Croix-du-Sud.”  Listed as 3A 

and 3R in the Labrousse catalog, these flights in the beautiful 4-engine, 20-ton aircraft took place in  

January 1934, initiating something of a competition, during that year, with the land-based, 3-engined 

Couzinet 70 “Arc-en-Ciel.”  Each aircraft completed three round trips between early January and late  

October of 1934, giving way, at the end of the year, to the 4-engined Bleriot 5190 flying boat “Santos 

Dumont,” which flew a remarkable seven straight round trips from November 1934 through April     

1935[1.] 

     The scarcity of surviving mail from the first round trip of the “Croix-du-Sud” suggests that collectors 

were caught off guard.  One who was clearly aware of the flight was Paul Jourdain, whose covers      
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typically emanated from La Madeleine, a suburb of Lille in the “Nord” departement  of northern 

France.  The 3A cover in figure 1 was cancelled at 3:30 pm in La Madeleine on 29 December 1933.  

Note the Aéropostale envelope and the franking of 10 Fr., the rate to Brazil for 5 grams or less.  The 

cover is addressed to Paul Jourdain at a post office box in Natal, Brazil, the western terminus of the 

flights from Dakar (or St. Louis), Senegal.  The cover is rather nondescript, lacking any special reference 

to the flight itself or any special directives.  Backstamps (shown in figure 2) indicate that the cover 

passed through Paris (“Paris R.P./Avion”) on December 30 and Toulouse (“Toulouse Gare/Hte.    

Garonne”) at 11:30 pm on that date.  Arrival at Natal is indicated by a backstamp in violet ink         

(“Rio Grande Norte/5A Sec.-Tarde”) dated January 5, 1934. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The supplement to the Collot and Cornu catalogue[2.] offers the following information about mail   

carried on flight 3A:  “Departure Paris 26 to 30 Dec. 1933, Toulouse 27 to 31 Dec. 1933, arrival Buenos 

Aires  6 Jan. 1934, Chile 8 Jan. 1934”.  (Translation mine.)  Based on the evidence of the cover in figure 

1, we can add “Natal 5 Jan. 1934” to the list of dates indicated on arrival backstamps.  (The large violet 

double circle date stamp applied at Natal conforms exactly to the type of departure cancellation used on 

the 3R cover posted later in January (figure 3) that I shall discuss in a moment.)  Gérard Collot has 

shared with me the two 3A covers on which he based the information in the catalog supplement.  He 

has a 3A cover posted in Paris on 26 Dec. 1933 that passed through Toulouse on 27 Dec.ember with an 

arrival backstamp applied at Los Angeles, Chile, on 8 January 1934.  His other 3A cover appears to be a 

Paul Jourdain creation (with the characteristic Aéropostal envelope) posted in Le Havre on 29          

December 1933, passing through Paris on 30 December and backstamped upon arrival in Buenos Aires  

 

Fig. 1. Flight 3A cover: La Madeleine, Lille 29 December 1933 to Natal, Brazil. Arr’d. 5 January. 
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on 6 January 1934.  Both covers are franked at 20 Fr.  M. Collot and I would be most appreciative to 

learn of other 3A covers that members might be able to bring to our attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 2.  Back of Flight 3A cover shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig.3.  Registered Flight 3R Cover:  Natal (“Rio Grande Norte”) 30 January 1934,                      

arrived La Madeleine, Lille, France 5 February. 
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    The Collot and Cornu catalog depicts a 3R cover with an Air France/Rio de Janiero cancel of 27  

January 1934 and an arrival cancel in Paris dated 5 February.  This appears to be a typical “pli de temoin” 

of the sort that the airline prepared in order to verify the flight did, indeed, take place on the dates    

indicated - an unexceptional cover franked at the basic 4200 reis rate for 5 grams or less.  By contrast, 

the 3R cover in figure 3 is an extraordinary philatelic confection, indeed.  It is a registered cover        

prepared by Paul Jourdain with an array of five Brazilian stamps affixed to an Aéropostale envelope  

addressed to a gentleman in La Madeleine.  The franking of 5600 Reis covers the rate for registered air 

mail from Brazil to Europe, but the registration actually took place in St. Louis, Senegal, with the      

registration etiquette tied to a handstamp applied there reading “Chargé d’Office.”  (Gérard Collot has 

an essentially identical cover bearing registry number 376, whereas mine, as depicted here, is numbered 

374.)  There is a typed directive at the top of the envelope reading:  “Par premier courrier aérien direct 

Brésil-Afrique-France”.  (“By first direct airmail flight Brazil-Africa-France”.)  We also find a directive in 

manuscript, nearer the bottom of the envelope, reading:  “Par hydravion “’Croix du Sud’”.  (“By   flying 

boat ‘Croix-du-Sud’”.) 

     This cover depicted in figure 3 was cancelled at Natal (“Rio Grande Norte”) on 30 January 1934 and, 

as indicated in figure 4, was backstamped at St. Louis on 31 January, and then at La Madeleine on 5  

February.  (The identical cancellations are found on M. Collot’s companion cover.)  The return address 

is that of Paul Jourdain at his post office box in Natal.  Again, it would be most helpful if members who 

are aware of additional covers from this flight would share that information with us.  To my knowledge, 

3A and 3R covers have not been offered at auction over the past couple of years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     A final note about the “Croix-du-Sud” might be in order, since this initial transatlantic round trip in 

January 1934 seemed to point to a bright future for the Laté 300 aircraft.  This transatlantic crossing, the 

first by air since Mermoz’s historic flight of the “Arc-en-Ciel” in early 1933, was quite a coup for the 

Fig. 4.  Back of the Flight 3R cover shown in Fig.3. 
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French.  After arrival in Natal, Cpt. Bonnot flew the aircraft down to Rio for a warm reception on    

January 9.  Upon its return to France, the aircraft was feted in grand style in Paris, landing on the Seine 

on March 4. [3]  And although the Laté 300 required considerable maintenance, especially under tropical 

conditions, the “Croix-du-Sud” did complete two more crossings in 1934, one on 30/31 July (with the 

return delayed until September 4/5) and the other on 10/11 September (with the return on 19/20    

September). 

     One sour note amid the praise heaped upon the “Croix-du-Sud” was that Jean Mermoz, the by-then 

legendary pilot of the line, regarded the aircraft with considerable scepticism.  His favorite, the land-

based Couzinet 70 “Arc-en-Ciel,” alternated crossings with the “Croix-du-Sud” in 1934.  Without warning, 

however, and against the advice of Mermoz, the Air Ministry pulled the rug out from under Couzinet 

(cancelling a contract for three more aircraft) and devoted its resources to the construction of three 

more flying boats based on the model of the “Croix-du-Sud”. [4]   These Laté 301 aircraft were equipped 

with a more complex version of the Hispano-Suiza engine, a design which, (as reported by Heimermann 

and Margot) the inspector general himself warned was a risky venture. [5]  Indeed, the Laté 301 “Ville de 

Buenos Aires” went down on its second return flight in 10 February 1936 with loss of the entire crew.   

     At the end of that year, the “Croix-du-Sud,” outfitted with the new engines, would become the coffin 

of Mermoz and his crew on 7 December 1936.  That morning, Mermoz returned to St. Louis, after four 

hours of flight toward Natal, with an engine malfunction.  With no other aircraft immediately available, 

Mermoz insisted, after provisional repairs had been applied, upon making a second attempt in the “Croix

-du-Sud.”  His intention was to feather the engine if the problem recurred.  After radioing that they had, 

indeed, shut down the engine, the crew was never heard from again.  The Latécoère flying boats were 

summarily pulled from service, and after four more round trips by the dependable Blériot 5190 “Santos-

Dumont,” the French made the decision to rely exclusively on land-based Farman 2200 aircraft.  For Air 

France, the era of transatlantic mail flights by flying boats was over. 
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CURRENT MAGAZINE REFERENCES 

 Peter Lister reports there is an excellent article by Ray Todd & Brian Pope “Perth to Adelaide    
Aerial Mail Route Development, 1922-1929” in the London Philatelist Vol. 125, No. 1439    

(October 2016), pp. 414-421. 

Robert Clark has kindly sent information about a number of interesting New Zealand articles from 

“the Kiwi”, journal of the New Zealand Philatelic Society of Great Britain.  We have unfortunately 

run out of space but intend to publish all this in the May issue -  that’s a promise! 
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The Wessex Regional Group 
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01962 851780.  pwingent@googlemail.com 
 

The South Coast Regional Group 
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